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The  paper  addresses  the  problem  of  controlling  a  Heating  Ventilation  and  Air Conditioning  (HVAC)  sys-
tem  with  the purpose  of achieving  a desired  thermal  comfort  level  and  energy  savings.  The  formulation
uses  the  thermal  comfort,  assessed  using  the  predicted  mean  vote  (PMV)  index,  as  a  restriction  and  min-
imises  the  energy  spent  to  comply  with  it. This  results  in the  maintenance  of  thermal  comfort  and  on
the  minimisation  of  energy,  which  in  most  conditions  are  conflicting  goals  requiring  an optimisation
method  to find  appropriate  solutions  over  time.  A discrete  model-based  predictive  control  methodology
is  applied,  consisting  of three  major  components:  the  predictive  models,  implemented  by radial  basis
function  neural  networks  identified  by means  of a  multi-objective  genetic  algorithm;  the  cost  function
ulti-objective genetic algorithm
hermal comfort
ireless sensor networks

that  will  be  optimised  to  minimise  energy  consumption  and  maintain  thermal  comfort;  and  the  optimi-
sation  method,  a discrete  branch  and bound  approach.  Each  component  will  be  described,  with  special
emphasis  on  a  fast  and accurate  computation  of  the  PMV  indices.  Experimental  results  obtained  within
different  rooms  in  a building  of the  University  of Algarve  will  be  presented,  both  in  summer  and  winter
conditions,  demonstrating  the feasibility  and  performance  of  the  approach.  Energy  savings  resulting  from
the application  of  the  method  are  estimated  to be greater  than 50%.
. Introduction

In European Union (EU) countries, primary energy consumption
n buildings represents about 40% of the total energy consumption
nd, with variations from country to country, half of this energy is
pent for indoor climate conditioning [1–3]. It is estimated that the
se of efficient energy management systems in buildings can save
p to 8% of the energy consumption in the entire EU [4].  Around 83%
f the EU dwellings were constructed before 1990 and about 50% of
hem before 1970 [1].  Therefore it is of fundamental importance to
ontrol efficiently the existing HVAC systems, in order to decrease
nergy usage and increase compliance with the European Directive
2010/31/EU) on the energy performance of buildings [3].

The use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) in various appli-
ations related with energy management in buildings has been

ncreasing significantly over the recent years. Within this area,
NNs have been mainly applied in several aspects of HVAC control
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methodologies [5–11], and in forecasting energy consumption
[12–20].

The authors have advocated, in past publications [21,22],  the
use of model based predictive control (MBPC) with the purpose of
efficiently controlling existing HVAC systems in large public build-
ings. The present paper is the natural follow-up of this past work,
where a remote, wired data acquisition system was set-up in a
secondary school in the South of Portugal. The performance of phys-
ical models, based on energy and mass balance integral-differential
equations were evaluated against black-box, neural network mod-
els for the purpose of modelling the inside air temperature. It was
found that the role of these two different types of models is com-
plementary, and not competing. While physical models can be used
in the phase of the project of buildings, and to assess the conse-
quences of possible buildings modifications, data-driven models
such as neural networks should be used for the on-line control
of HVAC systems. Simulations showed the potential of MBPC for
the control of air-conditioned systems, indicating both the better
regulation and the energy savings obtained.

This article is organised as follows. The experimental setup is

described in Section 2. As a PMV  formulation is employed, its com-
putation is discussed in Section 3. To implement the MBPC strategy,
several neural network models are used. Their design is briefly
addressed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the branch & bound (BB)
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787788
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Fig. 1. Overview of th

earch technique that is employed to implement the MBPC, which
n turn is formulated in Section 6. Several experiments are then
resented in Section 7, both in summer and winter conditions. The
aper ends with conclusions and a description of future work.

. Experimental setup

HVAC control experiments were conducted in three areas of one
uilding used by the Faculty of Sciences & Technology of the Uni-
ersity of Algarve, in the south of Portugal. In total, 16 locations
labs, offices, corridors) are now equipped with data acquisition
evices and their internal HVAC units may  be independently con-
rolled with new algorithms, and monitored. For the work that is
oing to be presented, four rooms were used, denoted by the letters
, B, C, and D. Rooms A and B are adjacent with walls facing west
nd north (only A). Room C shares the same corridor with A and B
nd has walls exposed to the north and east. These three rooms are
n the second floor. Finally, room D is directly below room C with
alls exposed to the north and east.

A weather station located in the campus provides air tem-
erature (Tao), air humidity (Hao), and global solar radiation (Rsg)
easurements. All the elements involved are connected to the

CP/IP network, enabling a PC station in the control systems labo-
atory to monitor and control any of the rooms. Fig. 1 provides an
llustration of the system integration.

.1. Wireless sensor networks

WSNs are rapidly gaining popularity, and are being used in a
ast spectrum of applications. One of the most active area being
uilding automation [23,24]. Each of the rooms where the experi-
ents were conducted has WSN  nodes with sensors to monitor the

ir temperature (Tai), air humidity (Hai), globe temperature (Tg), the
tate of windows and doors (open/closed), and movement using a
assive infra-red activity monitor. Tg is measured by means of a

lack globe thermometer [25] and its measurement is then used to
etermine the mean radiant temperature, Tmr [26].

The WSNs have a star topology, where each unit is collecting
nformation once per minute and sending it to a central node with
rimental set up used.

storage and database capabilities. Each node consists of one Tmote
Sky platform connected to the required sensors. This platform is an
IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant device that uses the TinyOS [27]
operating system.

In each room one WSN  node is installed in the wall, nearly 1.75 m
above the floor, which measures Tai and Hai using SHT11 sensors
from Sensirion. Approximately in the middle of the room, at a height
of roughly 2 m above the floor (for security reasons), the black globe
thermometer is installed. It consists of a mate black painted sphere
with a diameter of 125 mm with a Tmote (and its temperature
sensing device) at its centre. Plastic was used instead of copper,
which is more commonly found in this application, because it was
easily available, but also because according to [26] it overcomes
an undesirable high time constant that appears when copper is
employed. Infra-red sensors are installed at one corner of the room
to monitor activity. Digital information, both from the magnetic
switches in doors and windows and from the movement detector
are wired to one of the existing WSN  nodes.

2.2. HVAC system

The HVAC system used in the experiments is composed of 3
independent Mitsubishi Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) systems,
each one with an outdoor air cooled inverter compressor unit
(denoted in the sequel as outdoor unit), located on the building
roof, connected to ceiling concealed ducted indoor units (denoted
as interior units). In each independent room there is at least one
internal unit, with its own wall controller. The system can be cen-
trally managed by a PC management station to which all the units
are connected via a LonWorks communication bus. This station is
able to monitor and control many aspects of all the HVAC system,
through the Mitsubishi LMAP02 interface [28]. Those of major inter-
est for the experiments are: specifying a temperature set-point for
a given unit, switching the internal unit on or off, and disabling the
local controller so the occupants cannot operate the internal unit

while experiments are being conducted.

The model of the interior units used in the experiments
described in this paper is the PEFY-P63VMM and the model of the
outdoor units is the PUHY-250YMF-C.
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. Predicted mean vote

The holly grail of energy management in buildings is the min-
misation of the energy required to maintain a desired minimum
omfort level for the occupants. Although the perception of com-
ort is related to several environmental factors such as lighting,
emperature and air quality, in this work only the thermal com-
ort conditions aspect is addressed. As a discrete MBPC problem,
escribed in Section 5, is solved using the BB search technique, find-

ng the optimal solution depends on the ability of computing many
MV values in a small amount of time. As the PMV  formulation
nvolves iterative computations consuming variable time, it is cru-
ial to have a method for fast, possibly constant execution time,
omputation of the PMV  index.

Feed-forward ANNs are direct input-to-output connectionist
omputing structures capable of approximating a smooth function
ith arbitrary accuracy provided sufficient neurons are used. These

eatures are the means to achieve the requirements stated above.
he feed-forward ANN direct input-to-output structure provides
he constant execution time, their ability to approximate non-linear
unctions provide the capability of approximating the PMV  func-
ion. The accuracy of the approximation is related to the number of
eurons used in the ANN hidden layer(s), which in turn is linearly
elated to the execution time. Consequently the problem consists in
nding the appropriate trade-off between the PMV  index approxi-
ation accuracy and the estimation execution time.
The application of an ANN to estimate the PMV  index function

as been studied before [29–31].  In all cases the approach taken was
ot the best for real-time control applications although this was  the
ain motivation. In this work it is shown that by following a sim-

ler and more appropriate approach, it is possible to select a desired
ompromise between accuracy and execution time. More impor-
antly it is shown that, when compared to the results in [29–31],  an
ncreased accuracy with shorter execution time may  be achieved.

.1. The PMV  index

The American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air Condi-
ioning Engineers (ASHRAE) proposed the thermal sensation scale
ith the purpose of quantifying the thermal sensation of people

32]. It uses an integer numerical coding to express the qualitative
hermal sensation, by relating the integer range [−3,3] to the
ualitative words cold, cool, slight cool, neutral,  slight warm,  warm,
nd hot.

An index, designated PMV, was proposed by Fanger [33] in
rder to predict the average vote of a large group of persons on
he thermal sensation scale. It depends on six factors: metabolic
ate, clothing insulation, air temperature and humidity, air veloc-
ty, and the mean radiant temperature. It is computed by means of

 heat-balance equation [34,35] given by,

MV  = (0.303e−0.036M + 0.028)[(M − W)  − 3.05 × 10−3

× [5733 − 6.99(M − W)  − Pa] − 0.42[(M − W)  − 58.15]

− 1.7 × 10−5M(5867 − Pa) − 0.0014M(34 − Tai) − 3.96 × 10−8fcl

× [(Tcl + 273)4 − (Tr + 273)4] − fclhc(Tcl − Tai)], (1)

here M and W are the metabolic rate and external work, both in
/m2, Pa is the partial water vapour pressure in Pascal, and Tai and

r are the air temperature and mean radiant temperature, in ◦C.
he surface temperature of clothing, Tcl, and the convective heat
ransfer coefficient, hc, are given by,
cl = 35.7 − 0.028(M − W)  − Icl[3.96 × 10−8fcl × [(Tcl + 273)4

− (Tr + 273)4] + fclhc(Tcl − Tai)], (2)
ildings 55 (2012) 238–251

and

hc =
{

h∗
c if h∗

c > 12.1
√

Va

12.1
√

Va if h∗
c < 12.1

√
Va

(h∗
c = 2.38(Tcl − Tai)

1/4), (3)

respectively. Va is the air velocity in m/s  and Icl is the clothing
thermal resistance in m2 ◦C/W. These two equations are solved iter-
atively until a prescribed degree of convergence is attained or a
maximum number of iterations is reached. Finally, in (1) and (2),
fcl, which is the ratio of body surface area covered by clothes to the
naked surface area, is defined by:

fcl =
{

1.00 + 1.290Icl if Icl ≤ 0.078

1.05 + 0.645Icl if Icl > 0.078
. (4)

The mean radiant temperature, Tr , is a quantity which is hard to
measure. The instrument most commonly employed in its deter-
mination is a black globe thermometer [25]. Denoting the globe
temperature by Tg, the mean radiant temperature may  be deter-
mined as [26],

Tr =
[

(Tg + 273)4 + 1.10 × 108V0.6
a

�D0.4
(Tg − Tai)

]1/4

− 273, (5)

where D and � are the globe diameter in meters and the globe
emissivity coefficient, respectively.

Pa, the water vapour pressure in Pascal, is easily related to the
relative humidity of the air, Hai, by means of Antoine’s equation
[36]:

Pa = 10Haie
(16.6536−4030.183/(Tai+235)) (6)

Using (1)–(6),  the PMV  appears conceptually as a function of six
variables that can be measured or estimated:

PMV = f (Tai, Tg, Hai, Va, Icl, M) (7)

3.2. Proposed approach for real-time control

Previous ANN models of the PMV  index found in the literature
employ multi-layer perceptron networks [29,31] or Least-Squares
Support Vector Machines (LSSVM) [30].

For real-time control applications there are two important
features that any PMV  index approximation method should effi-
ciently balance: accuracy and computing time. This means that
the PMV  models should simultaneously be as simple and as
accurate as possible. Although the motivation of past works
[29–31] was their use in real-time control systems and the
decrease in PMV  index computing time, their input/output struc-
ture did not optimise properly that balance, as it will be shown
later.

For most HVAC real-time control applications, the environment
is controlled in closed spaces where all occupants are assumed to be
dressed similarly regarding the type of clothing they wear. More-
over it is likely that within each type of closed space they will be
performing similar activities like attending a lecture, sitting writ-
ing a research paper, or having breakfast at the cafeteria. These
two assumptions mean that for a given space it is possible to spec-
ify the values of the clothing insulation, Icl, and the metabolic rate,
M,  therefore these may  be removed from the PMV  model input. If
it is further assumed that the air velocity, Va, varies little within
the space and its value is determined by measurements, Va may  be
considered constant and may  also be removed from the PMV  model
input.
By defining a context vector C = {Icl, M,  Va} and by using (1)–(6),
a set of input–output data pairs may  be generated in order to train
an ANN model for the PMV  index in the context C. This approach
suggests that within an HVAC control system like the one in Fig. 1,
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Fig. 2. Using a set of PMV  models in an HVAC control system.

here are a set of distinct PMV  models, PMVi, each for a distinct
ontext Ci. In this scheme, a supervisory system at an upper oper-
tional level will define the correspondence between each room
ontrolled by HVAC systems and a pair {PMVi, Ci}. The approach
s illustrated in Fig. 2. The matching between the rooms and the
ssumed contexts can be done on the basis of the year season, of
he purpose of the room, and maybe of any strong deviations of the
utside weather from what is expected.

The consequence of using multiple PMV  index models, is that for
 specific context Ci, the model has increased accuracy and reduced
omputing time when compared to models considering multiple
ontexts. The increase in accuracy comes from the fact that there
re less features to learn in the training data, whereas the decrease
n computing time results from using fewer inputs and from the
ecessity to employ fewer neurons in the hidden layers in order to
chieve a desired accuracy. In our case, the air velocity in all rooms
onsidered was measured by a BABUC probe in a 6 × 6 grid with

 spacing of one meter, at a height of 1.2 meters above ground,
nd during a period of 3 min. All the measurements were in the
ange [0.04, 0.16] m/s. The small values of air velocity are justified
ecause the air flow from each indoor unit passes through an air
iffuser (DFU 36, from France Air). From these results an average
alue of approximately 0.08 m/s  was selected as a constant value
o be used in the context vector of PMV  index models. Regarding
he two additional human factors in the context vector, a value
f 69.78 W/m2 (1.2 Met)1 was selected as the metabolic rate of a
edentary activity (see appendix A of [32]), and for the clothing
nsulation a value of 0.85 clo was used (see appendix B of [32]) in
he following experiences.

.3. Radial basis function neural network

The RBF ANN was used in this work as a function approxima-
or to the PMV  index (1).  The RBF models are trained using the
evenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm [37,38] minimising a modi-
ed training criterion [39,40].

RBF ANNs have the form,

n∑

ˆ(x, w, C, �) =

i=0

wiϕi(x, ci, �i), (8)

1 Metabolic equivalent of task (Met). 1 Met  = 58.15 W/m2.
ildings 55 (2012) 238–251 241

where typically ϕi is the Gaussian function,

ϕi(x, ci, �i) = e−(1/2�2
i

)‖x−ci‖2
, ϕ0 = 1. (9)

For a specified number of neurons, n, and for a determined set of
inputs, Xt, off-line training a RBF NN corresponds to determining
the values of w, C, and � such that (10) is minimised:

˚(Xt , w, C, �) = 1
2

‖y − ŷ(Xt , w, C, �)‖2. (10)

Please note that (10) is now applied to a set of training input pat-
terns, Xt, and not to a single input pattern, x. As the model output
is a linear combination of the neuron activation functions output
(8), (10) can be given as,

˚(Xt , w, C, �) = 1
2

‖y − �(Xt , C, �)w‖2, (11)

where omitting the dependence of ϕ on C and �,

�(Xt , C, �) = [ϕ(x(1)) ϕ(x(2)) · · · ϕ(x(N))]T .

By computing the global optimum value (w*) of the linear param-
eters w,  with respect to the nonlinear parameters C and �, as a
least-squares solution,

w∗ = �+(Xt , C, �)y, (12)

where “+” denotes a pseudo-inverse operation, and replacing (12)
in (11), the training criterion to determine the nonlinear parame-
ters C and � is:

� (Xt , C, �) = 1
2

‖y − �(Xt , C, �)�+(Xt , C, �)y‖2. (13)

The initial values for the neuron centre positions are randomly
selected from the training data, and the spreads of the neuron acti-
vation functions are initialised using the simple rule in [41, p. 299].
The training procedure progresses iteratively using the LM algo-
rithm minimising criterion (13), until a termination criterion is
satisfied. For more details about the training algorithm and the
training criterion the reading of [40,42–44] is recommended.

3.4. Data sets and model structure

The input matrix for training the RBF ANNs, defined as Xt =
[Tai Tr Hai], was  built using randomly generated data. Tai, Tr and
Hai are vectors of N values taken from the ranges [16, 32], [13, 35]
and [20, 70], respectively. They were constructed as follows:

1. Tai and Hai were selected randomly from a uniform distribution
of values in the ranges specified;

2. For each value Taik in Tai, a corresponding value Tg k in Tg was
generated using,

Tg k = Taik + �(−3.0, 3.0),

where �(a, b) is a random number from the uniform distribution
in the range [a, b]. Implicitly it is assumed that Tai − 3 < Tg < Tai + 3;

3. Tr was  obtained by means of (5),  considering Tai and Tg just
described, Va = 0.08, D = 0.125, and � = 0.95.

In order to determine the corresponding output PMV  index val-
ues, the context vector was defined as described before, i.e., as
C = {0.85, 1.2, 0.08}. Then, Yt was constructed by means of (1),  using
each triplet Xt

k
in Xt along with the values in C. This procedure gives
rise to the training data set, Dt = {Xt, Yt}.
Using the approach just described, an additional data set, Dv,

was prepared in order to validate the models with unseen data,
after the training stage. Dv has 23,100 training pairs (N = 23,100).
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ig. 3. Input–output variables distribution within the ranges of values considered.
he plots correspond to data set Dv .

Fig. 3 shows how the input–output patterns are distributed
ithin the ranges specified for the input variables, considering the
ata in Dv for the context C. It may  be seen on the top plot how
r distributes densely around the values of Tai for the whole range
onsidered.

The same is visible in the middle plot for the relative humidity
nd air temperature. The bottom plots, from left to right, illus-
rate the scattering of PMV  values around the air temperature and
elative humidities, respectively. This data set allows good model
valuation as it efficiently covers the variability of combinations
hat occurs between input variables.

Although the input–output structure of the model has been
pecified, there are still two design parameters that need to be
etermined: the number of neurons and the number of training
atterns. For the first, an exhaustive search was conducted over
he range [2, 32]. For the second, a search was also conducted as
escribed in the following. It is known that the “ideal” number of
raining patterns is, to some extent, related to the number of param-
ters of the model being fitted [45,46]. Considering the RBF in (8) for
he PMV index model presented, each neuron accounts for 5 param-
ters, therefore the total number of parameters is given by n × 5, n
eing the number of neurons employed. By specifying a number of
atterns (p) per model parameter it becomes possible to determine
he value of N for the training data set Dt, as N = n × 5 × p. In this case

 search was made for p in {20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120}. For each of
hese values, n was varied in the range [2, 32] as already mentioned.
onsidering that the RBF parameters are initialised randomly, 20
rials were executed for each (n, p) pair. Each trial consisted on the
pplication of the modified training criterion LM algorithm for 200
terations.

.5. Results for the PMV  model
Having determined the models spanned by (n, p)r |20
r=1, where r is

he trial number, the first result sought was a decision on the num-
er of training patterns. The decision was made on the basis of the
Fig. 4. Results regarding the selection of the best training set size, the generalisation
capacity of the models, and the accuracy achieved.

models maximum absolute error obtained on the validation data
set, Dv. For each value of p, the average of that error was  computed
over all the models (for all n and r). The top plot of Fig. 4 illustrates
the result, where it is clearly seen that, on average, it is best to train
the models with 80 training patterns for each model parameter.

The middle plot illustrates the best relation between the results
obtained with the training set and those obtained with the vali-
dation set, for p = 80. The plot presents the minimum and mean
of the average absolute error obtained over the 20 trials for each
number of neurons n. The difference is negligible, which allows to
conclude that the models provide excellent generalisation capa-
bility. To this respect, it should be noted that the validation data
set has 23,100 points, a value comparable to the training set in
[29], and that with only 1600 training patterns (4 neurons case),
near 25% of the number used in [30], a maximum absolute error
of approximately 0.015 is obtained both in training and validation
data sets. Still for p = 80, as it showed the best generalisation, the
lower plot in Fig. 4 shows for each number of neurons, the mini-
mum  value, obtained over the 20 trials, of the maximum absolute
error in the validation data set. It may  be concluded that using more
than 10 neurons is not necessary as no significant improvements
are obtained.

The model with 5 neurons in the lower plot of Fig. 4, correspond-
ing to 26 parameters, achieves an average and maximum absolute
error of 0.0025 and 0.011, respectively. These values are compa-
rable to the results in [30], 0.0022 and 0.0097 (obtained with 100
testing points), although the RBF model is incomparably smaller.
Only two results are presented in [29]: a Sum of the Square of the
Errors (SSE) on the training set of 0.11, and a figure showing how
the model with 97 parameters behaved on a 9 h experiment within
a room. Regarding the first it is a bit less than half the value of 0.23
obtained by the 5 neuron model. Regarding the figure we may only
comment that the well visible errors clearly show that the model

does not generalise properly, probably due to a large training set
and also, possibly, due to overtraining, considering the small value
of SSE.
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ig. 5. PMV index fitting on validation data set, obtained with a 5 neuron RBF model.
istogram of error at the top plot.

Fig. 5 shows the fitting of the validation data set by the 5 neurons
BF model, as well as the histogram of the error obtained.

In order to provide a more realistic evaluation of the PMV  index
odel, it was applied to a set of data acquired in the room described

reviously. The data acquisition took place during a system identi-
cation experiment where pseudo-random binary sequences were
eing applied to the air conditioning set-point, hence there was  sig-
ificant variability in the room environment. The result is shown

n Fig. 6. The estimates provided by the model are extremely accu-
ate: the average and maximum absolute errors were 0.0014 and
.0075.

A note is due on the important trade-off between computing
ime and estimation accuracy. Fig. 7 highlights the relative perfor-

ance of RBF models in terms of computing time and accuracy. The
ower plot shows the ratio between the PMV  given by (1) and the
ne computed by an RBF ANN with n neurons. It may  be seen that a
3 neurons model is about 20 times faster than (1) and a 5 neurons
odel is approximately 55 times faster. The limit case of interest is

 neurons corresponding to a speed-up near 70.
The upper plot in the same figure shows the relative accuracy

n terms of average absolute error. The limiting case of interest is,
aybe, 12 neurons, about 20 times faster, with the double of the

maller average error achieved with 32 neurons. Although this plot
ay  suggest that less than 12 neurons achieves a bad performance,

he middle plot clears this impression. It shows the relative per-
ormance in terms of the maximum absolute error. It may  be seen

hat with only 5 neurons the best performance is almost achieved,
lthough in terms of average error the model is a bit worse than the
est one. Using these curves one may  select a specific model with
he desired balance between accuracy and speed-up.

ig. 6. PMV  given by (1) (thick black line) and by 5 neuron RBF ANN (thin white line)
uring a system identification experiment. Please note that the lines are coincident,
ence the white line is within the black line.
Fig. 7. Relative performance of the RBF PMV  models regarding computing time and
accuracy.

When compared to the models in [29] or [30], those here pre-
sented show better estimation accuracy, specifically on unseen data
in real application, provide a wider coverage of the PMV  input vari-
ables and of the thermal sensation scale, and achieve speed-up
improvements. In this last case the gain is significant, being very
large when compared to [30] and estimated to be about 3.5 times
faster than the model in [29].

4. Predictive models

All the predictive models, needed in the MBPC, were imple-
mented by RBF NNs, and were trained using the procedure
described in Section 3.3.  The topology of the model, i.e., its
input–output structure and the number of neurons, was identified
using a Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA). A complete
description of the model structure identification procedure is
beyond the scope of this paper, the interested reader should consult
[47,43,48,44].

Three auto-regressive predictive models were selected by
MOGAs for Tao, Hao, and Rsg. They are used to forecast the outside
weather and are employed whenever one of Tao, Hao, or Rsg is neces-
sary to obtain room temperature and humidity model predictions.

In order to obtain predictive air temperature and humidity mod-
els for a specific room, the first step was the preparation of control
input signals for the HVAC internal unit. For that, the room was con-
trolled randomly by varying the temperature set-point within the
range [18, 19, . . .,  27] or by switching off the unit for varying time
intervals. This task was  accomplished by means of Pseudo Random
Binary Signals (PRBS), as described in [49,50]. Two sets of predic-
tive air temperature and humidity models were designed, one to be
used in winter conditions, and the other in summer. The following
subsections describe their design.

4.1. Summer models

PRBS signals with 4416 data patterns were generated, corre-
sponding to approximately 15 days of data at 5 min  sampling
interval. Different times-of-day were covered and distinct days
(concerning the outside weather) were considered, all during early
summer. Fig. 8 shows a sample PRBS sequence of set-points and
the resulting room air temperature and relative humidity.

Using the MOGA and the techniques referenced above, pre-

dictive models for the room air temperature and humidity were
selected. The first uses 14 neurons, the second uses 11. The input
variables and delays used by the selected models are detailed in
Table 1. As expected, there is some delay from the outside variables
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Fig. 9. 12 h sample of PRBS sequence of temperature set-points applied to the HVAC
ig. 8. Sample of PRBS sequence applied to HVAC system and the resulting temper-
tures and humidities. Summer conditions.

o the room climate models, as opposed to the inside variables and
VAC temperature set-point.

Within the model identification procedures the models were
valuated for long-term prediction capabilities using a subset of
ata. They were simulated for prediction over an horizon of 48
teps, which corresponds to 4 h. Within this horizon the RMS  error
ncreased from about 0.06 ◦C up to approximately 0.65 ◦C for air
emperature, and from near 0.5% up to about 3.0% for relative
umidity. These results were obtained by following the minimum
rror prediction approach, which means that measured values were
sed every time that future values of exogenous variables were nec-
ssary at the model inputs. Considering a 4 h prediction horizon,
he error values may  be considered quite small and adequate for
he purpose of inclusion in a MBPC scheme.

.2. Winter models

In this case, 2199 data patterns were generated, corresponding
o approximately 8 days of data at 5 min  sampling interval. Fig. 9
hows a sample of the PRBS sequence of temperature set-points
nd the resulting room air temperature and relative humidity.

Using the MOGA, predictive models for the room air temper-
ture and humidity were selected. The first uses 7 neurons, the
econd uses 11. The input variables and delays used by the selected
odels are presented in Table 2.
As for summer models, the winter ones were also evaluated for
ong-term prediction, in this case within a prediction horizon of 2 h
24 steps-ahead). Within this horizon the RMS  error increased from
bout 0.13 ◦C up to approximately 0.26 ◦C for air temperature, and
rom 0.5% up to near 2.5% for relative humidity. As with summer

able 1
nput–output structure for room climate summer models.

Variable Delays in Tai model Delays in Hai model

Tai 0,1,6,7,8,10,11 1,6,8
Hai 0,1,2,7,9 0,1,4,6,7,8,9,10
Tao 2,3,4,5,8 –
Hao – 3,5,6,8,11
Rsg 7 6,8,11
Tsp 0,1,4 0,1,2,3,6,9,10,11
system and the resulting temperatures (top, red line) and humidities (bottom, blue
line). Winter conditions. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

models the minimum error approach was  used, and the error values
may also be considered quite small and amenable to be employed
in a MBPC scheme.

5. Discrete MBPC using branch and bound

As mentioned in Section 1, when the control space is discrete
or discretised it becomes possible to employ search techniques
such as the BB method in order to find an optimal sequence of
control actions that minimises a cost function. BB methods are
structured search techniques commonly used to solve complex
discrete optimisation and combinatorial programming problems
by dividing them into smaller sub-problems using a tree struc-
ture. In a discrete MBPC formulation, the global problem is to
find the optimal sequence of control actions over the prediction
horizon. The choice of an adequate control action at every instant
constitutes the various sub-problems to be solved. Assuming A
is a vector of n possible control actions, at the initial step of the
optimisation, in time instant k, the BB method creates the initial
tree node corresponding to the decision of what action should be
taken at that time step. As n control combinations are available,
the corresponding number of branches is created by computing
the predicted system output, ŷ(k + 1), and for each branch the
cost function, J(k + 1), is evaluated. In the next prediction step, for
k + 1, the process is repeated for the nodes created in each branch
resulting from the previous step, creating n2 new branches. The
whole process is repeated until time instant k + PH − 1 is reached,
where the number of created branches is nPH. The exponential
nature of the whole process is clear and even for a small number of

control options and not too large prediction horizons, the number
of available solutions quickly becomes prohibitively large. The
optimal solution is chosen by selecting the control trajectory,

Table 2
Input–output structure for room climate winter models.

Variable Delays in Tai model Delays in Hai model

Tai 0,6,7,8,11 1,5,8
Hai 0,1,5,6,9,10,11 0,1,3,6,8,10
Tao 1,4 –
Hao – 3,6,9,11
Rsg 0,3,4,8,9 6,9,10
Tsp 0,1,3,10,11 0,1,2,5,8,9,10,11
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(k) = [u(k) u(k + 1) · · · u(k + PH − 1)], that minimises the estimated
ccumulated cost from time instant k + 1 to k + PH:

1:PH(k) =
k+PH∑
i=k+1

J(i) (14)

The description above assumes unrestricted branching and
esults in an enumerative search over the entire space of control
olutions spanned by A over the prediction horizon PH.  As already
ointed out this type of search easily becomes computationally pro-
ibitive and in order to reduce the number of solutions enumerated,
wo approaches are taken: the use of bounds to restrict branching
nd performing the search over a control horizon, CH < PH.  As for-
ulated in [51], two bounds are employed: an upper bound on the

otal cost from instant k + 1 to k + PH,  and a lower bound on the
ost from instant k + i to k + PH.  At time step i in the optimisation a
ranch is followed only if the cumulative cost from step 1 to step

 − 1, J1:i−1(k), plus the lower bound on the cost from i to PH, Ĵi:PH(k),
s smaller than the upper bound on the total cost, Ĵ1:PH(k). Thus the
ranching rule is given by:

1:i−1(k) + Ĵi:PH(k) < Ĵ1:PH(k) (15)

his rule may  be further decomposed by noting that its second term
n the left hand side of the condition equals the cost of using a
ontrol profile Aj at step i,

(k + i)|u(k+i−1)=Aj
,

lus the estimated cost from step i + 1 to PH:

1:i−1(k) + J(k + i)|u(k+i−1)=Aj
+ Ĵi+1:PH(k) < Ĵ1:PH(k) (16)

hen the rule does not hold the branch is not followed because it
oes not contain an optimal solution, thus pruning all the tree nodes
hat would be created from the current node. The bounds estima-
ion method and availability are problem dependent, although a
asic approach is suggested by [51]: at each instant k, before the
ptimisation starts, a first search on the tree of possible solutions is
one by successively choosing the control action giving the small-
st values of J(k + i)PH

i=1, a search usually called “greedy”. The total
ost found is the initial estimated upper bound, Ĵ1:PH(k). If at a later
tage in the optimisation a smaller value is found, it replaces the
revious one. Regarding the lower bound, Ĵi+1:PH(k), if an adequate
stimate may  not be computed, it is suggested that it is set to 0 for
ll steps i of the optimisation. In the typical formulation, branching
s only performed until the control horizon is reached, therefore
he remaining cost must be estimated for all instants from CH + 1
p to PH,  for example by using the greedy approach just described.

t is worth noting some advantages of the BB method over other
on-linear optimisation techniques when applied to MBPC:

The optimal solution is always found. This guarantees that the
controller is optimal in the discrete space of control alternatives.
Importantly, no assumptions need to be made on the formulation
of the cost function.
The method implicitly deals with constraints without being neg-
atively affected. Constraints will most certainly improve the
efficiency of bounding by eliminating those alternatives that lead
to constraint violation.

As opposed to other iterative optimisation methods, the
algorithm outcome is not negatively influenced by a poor ini-
tialisation, although the time spent to find the optimum may  be
greater.
ildings 55 (2012) 238–251 245

6. Problem formulation

In order to maintain thermal comfort and simultaneously min-
imise the energy spent, the problem may  be formulated as follows.
The cost of selecting one control action, Tsp, at instant i is defined
as,

Ĵ(i) =

⎧⎨
⎩ 1 + |Tsp − Tao|

�
, Tsp > 0

0, Tsp = 0
(17)

where Tsp = 0 encodes the action of switching off the HVAC unit. The
� scaling factor is used only to make that term small when com-
pared to 1. In practice it should be chosen by taking into account an
estimate of the maximum value of |Tsp − Tao|. The term itself reflects
the notion that the higher the difference |Tsp − Tao|, the bigger is the
energy required to achieve Tsp. Using the definition (17) the HVAC
control problem is simply,

minimise
U(k)

J1 : PH(k) =
(

k+PH∑
i=k+1

Ĵ(i)

)∣∣∣∣∣
U(k)

subject to |�̂(i)| < �T

, (18)

where �̂(i) is the estimated PMV  index resulting from selecting the
set-point Tsp at time instant i. �T is a threshold value for the PMV
index which should guarantee acceptable thermal comfort for the
occupants of the space. The ASHRAE standard [26] recommends a
value of 0.5 which predicts that less than 10% of the occupants will
be dissatisfied.

7. Results of the MBPC approach

Using the methodologies described in previous sections, a num-
ber of experiments, both in summer and winter periods, have been
carried out to test the functionality and assess the correctness and
robustness of the control system.

7.1. Summer experiments

The results that will be presented and discussed in this section
were obtained in a classroom equipped with computers, where
students have a number of courses on different computer science
topics (room D described in Section 2). After making a number of
systematic measurements on the air velocity within the room for
different settings of the HVAC fan speed, it was concluded that,
excluding the vicinity of the air ducts, the velocity was on average
below 0.1 ms−1. When computing the PMV  index, a value of 0.65 clo
was used for the clothing insulation and a value of 1.0 Met  was
employed for the metabolic rate. This means that the context, for
the PMV  models used, was C = {0.65, 1.0, 0.1}. Regarding the MBPC
system parameters, the control horizon, CH,  was set to 5 samples
(25 min) and the prediction horizon, PH,  to 48 samples (4 h).

7.1.1. Experiment 1
Fig. 10 presents one situation of a hot summer day where the

room was  in use when the system started operation. The initial
thermal comfort index, �,  is above the 0.5 threshold and the HVAC
takes almost 2 h at 18 ◦C set-point to bring the room to accept-
able thermal comfort conditions. Beyond this point, with the room
with no load, the system is able to maintain the desired conditions
by using higher set-points and by switching off the HVAC when
possible, therefore consuming less energy.
The room air temperature model does not have an input
accounting for the room usage, consequently the control algorithm
is not able to foresee and act pre-emptively to counteract the strong
impact caused by a class entering the room.
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Fig. 10. HVAC control for thermal comfort in summer conditions. Room is in use
when system starts. Both plots: shaded area shows room activity monitor sig-
nal.  Upper plot: measured (red dash-dot) and one-step-ahead predicted (red dot)
humidity, are shown above shaded area; same (in blue) below shaded area for air
temperature; dash and solid lines show outside air temperature and AC set-point.
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Fig. 11. HVAC control for thermal comfort in summer conditions. Pre-emptive con-
trol improves performance. The same structure, line style and colour coding of Fig. 10
was  used. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
eferred to the web  version of the article.)

.1.2. Experiment 2
Fig. 11 presents a second situation, on an even slightly hotter

ay, where after a first time span of room occupancy ending with
cceptable thermal conditions, the system was able to maintain
hose conditions on a second class with less effort than that of the
rst case. This would be the expected behaviour if the system could
redict the room occupancy.

.1.3. Experiment 3
On what concerns the room air temperature and relative humid-

ty models, it may  be seen that the predictions are quite accurate
hich results on a good forecast of the PMV  index and correct

peration of the system through time. This is confirmed by the
esults presented in Fig. 12,  which give good indications regarding
obustness. The system operated for about 48 h maintaining good
hermal conditions and showing excellent room climate modelling,
lso accounting positively on the outside weather models. If they
ould not provide sufficiently accurate predictions the room cli-
ate models accuracy would suffer.

.2. Winter experiments

The aim of the following experiments was not only to test the
unctionality and assess the correctness and robustness of the con-
rol system, in winter conditions, but also to assess any possible
nergy savings that it may  generate. In order to fulfil the second
oal, 3 adjacent similar rooms were used. The objective is to run
he MBPC algorithm in one of the rooms and compare the results

o those obtained by the HVAC built-in control system in the other
ooms. Please recall the rooms description that was  given in Sec-
ion 2. Room A and C will employ the conventional control system,
nd MBPC will be applied in Room B. After making a number of
reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

systematic measurements on the air velocity within the 3 rooms
for different settings of the HVAC fan speed, it was concluded that,
excluding the vicinity of the air ducts, the velocity was on average
close to 0.08 ms−1. A value of 1.0 clo was used for the clothing insu-
lation and a value of 1.0 Met  for the metabolic rate. A PMV  model
with context C = {1.0, 1.0, 0.08} was therefore employed. Regarding
the MBPC system parameters, the control horizon, CH,  was  again
set to 5 samples (25 min) and the prediction horizon to 48 samples
(4 h).

7.2.1. Experiment 4
Fig. 13 shows the results of a first small experiment carried out

to test the experimental set-up.
In room B (solid red line) the set-point is determined by the

MBPC system. In rooms A (black dash-dot line) and C (blue dash
line), fixed set-points of 23 and 22 ◦C were employed, respectively.
These values are commonly used as pre-programmed set-points for
the rooms within the HVAC management system. The occupants
frequently set even larger values. The experiment took place at the
end of the day, during which the average outside air temperature
was 8.8 ◦C.

It may  be seen that initially all the rooms are outside the comfort
zone as the PMV  index is below −0.5. After about 20 min all the
rooms were within the comfort zone, in the case of B by action of
the MBPC system which shows good responsiveness to the vicinity
of the PMV  index threshold of −0.5. Whenever the system foresees
that the threshold will be reached it determines one of the possible
set-points and applies it to the system. This is an indication of the
good predictive ability of the models and of their usefulness for
the BB solution search. It is also obvious that the HVAC system

temperature regulation is very poor, as in rooms A and C the
temperature was  always far away from the target value. The result
is that the system was  permanently heating for approximately 2 h
and 20 min. In room B the MBPC was  making good decisions as it
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ig. 12. HVAC control for thermal comfort in summer conditions. About 48 h of
nterpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred

as maintaining the comfort index above the −0.5 limit without
witching on the AC permanently. During the 2:20 h that the AC
as heating in rooms A and C, the total active time in room B was

5 min, which corresponds to a reduction of about 60%.

.2.2. Experiment 5
A second experiment was conducted in order to verify the

esults obtained in the first short experiment. It started early in
he day, around 6:00 a.m. and lasted until 12:30. During this period
he outside air temperature increased from 7.5 to 16.5 ◦C, with an
verage of 11.7. The settings and set-points were the same as for
he first experiment. The results are illustrated in Fig. 14 using the

ame line style and colour coding as in Fig. 13.

During the first 4 h of this experiment the behaviour was  similar
o the one observed in the first experiment. At that point the system
n room C started to switch on and off the AC system as if it had

ig. 13. Winter conditions control experiment in three adjacent rooms: A (dash-dot blac
he  room air temperature and the PMV  comfort index. The top-right plot shows the evol
tate,  on or off, of the AC. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure lege
tion. The same structure, line style and colour coding of Fig. 11 was used. (For
e web  version of the article.)

reached the set-point, although, as measured by the WSN, it did
not. Surprisingly, as it seemed to have reached its set-point, up
to the end of the experiment the AC system kept increasing the
temperature in that room. In room A, the same problems as before
were observed, as the AC system is continuously active.

The MBPC system in room B managed very well to maintain
the thermal comfort and have relatively large periods of inactivity.
When compared to rooms A and C the reduction in heating time
was approximately 41% and 45%, respectively. The results achieved
reinforce the idea that the existing HVAC system provides inade-
quate temperature regulation and has quite different performance
among the rooms. Because of this an additional experiment was

carried out only in room B.

In order to be able to compare the MBPC in room B with the
standard control algorithm in the same room, right after the second
experiment the MBPC was substituted by a fixed set-point of 22 ◦C.

k line); B (solid red line); and C (dash blue line). Left plots are, from top to bottom,
ution of the temperature set-point of the AC, and the bottom-right plot shows the
nd, the reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)
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Fig. 14. A second experiment to estimate relative energy savings in winter condi-
tions. The same colour and line type coding as in Fig. 13,  was  used for rooms A, B,
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Table 3
Energy (in kWh) assigned to each indoor unit.

Experiment A B C1 C2

4 5.3 2.5 5.3 4.4
5 13.6  6.9 14.6 11.8

order of 50%, are to be expected.

Table 4
Savings (in %) of B compared with A, C1 and C2.

Experiment A C1 C2
nd C. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
s  referred to the web version of the article.)

his set-point results in a PMV  index value not far away from −0.5,
he threshold that was governing the behaviour of the MBPC. As
he outside temperature was still rising, the fixed set-point control
ask would not be harder when compared to the previous couple
f hours in the second experiment where the outside temperatures
ere smaller, therefore to a good extent the last 2 h of the second

xperiment are comparable to the first couple of hours of the fixed
et-point experience, without favouring the MBPC.

The results from the comparison are visible in Fig. 15.  As in
revious experiments the MBPC keeps good track of the thermal
omfort restriction which is only marginally violated because of
he inevitable error of predictive models. The system only spends
nergy when necessary to maintain the minimum level of com-
ort specified. Regarding the standard temperature regulation (in
ash-dot black line), it may  be seen that regardless of attaining
he set-point and of switching on and off some times, it keeps
ncreasing the room temperature unnecessarily, therefore wast-
ng energy. In this comparison the MBPC activated the AC system
pproximately 37% less than the HVAC control.

.2.3. Experiment 6
On what concerns the room air temperature, relative humidity

nd PMV  index, it may  be seen in Fig. 16 that the one-step-ahead
redictions are accurate, resulting on good PMV  index forecasts
nd on correct operation of the system through time, which give
ood indications regarding robustness. This figure was obtained
y letting the system run for approximately 11 h, where the unit
as heating only 15% of this period. During this time the system

perated correctly and continuously, always maintaining desired
hermal conditions and showing excellent room climate modelling,
lso accounting positively on the outside weather models.

It should be noted that from sample 40 up to sample 95, the
oom was being used for lectures. This represents a thermal load
hat actually contributes to maintain the comfort during winter.

n summer conditions, as it was seen, the system is required to

eact, therefore, as in summer models, an input must be added to
he models to account for the room occupancy schedule.
6 24.8  5.6 24.8 16.3

7.3. Energy savings

As within the 16 locations monitored there are 14 interior air
conditioning units, it was  not economically possible to actually
measure the electric energy spent in every indoor unit. As a com-
promise solution, power transducers were installed in the three
outdoor units, therefore making the electric energy values avail-
able for these units through the LMAP02 interface. A procedure,
suggested by Mitsubishi, was then followed to give a first, crude
approximation to the electric energy consumption of each indoor
unit [52].

Denoting by Eo(T) the electrical energy consumed by the outdoor
unit, during a period T, by Toni and Tthi the time (in hours) that the
fan is operating of the ith indoor unit and that the unit is cooling
or heating, respectively, then the energy Ei(T) (in Wh), assigned to
the ith indoor unit, out of N units, is given by:

Ei(T) = Eo(T)
Tthi∑

iTthi

+ 220Toni + 32
N

. (19)

The constants in (19) have been computed for the models in use,
following [52].

In experiments 4–6, the indoor units of rooms A, B and C were
connected to the same outdoor unit. Room A and B have a single
indoor unit while room B had 2. Rooms A and C were under constant
temperature control, whilst in room B the proposed MBPC method-
ology was  controlling the indoor unit. The rooms were adjacent,
located in the left corner of the building (please see Fig. 1). The area
of room A is equal to the area of room B and half of room C (hence
the two indoor units). The total electric energy (in kWh) assigned to
each unit, for each experiment, and using the procedure described
above, is given in Table 3.

Table 4 shows the savings, in percentage, achieved in the elec-
tric energy spent by unit B, compared with all the other units, for
each experiment. As it can be seen, the savings range from 41%,
achieved in the 5th experiment and taking the 2nd interior unit of
room C as the comparison unit, and 77%, in experiment 6, for the
interior unit in room A and the 1st interior unit of room C. These
values of energy savings, if on one hand were expected because the
system has the ability to use future information and because it uses
more and diverse information, on the other hand they also occur
due to the inadequate operation of the standard control in the HVAC
system. This may  occur for various reasons: malfunctions, inade-
quate sensor locations, bad quality equipment, excessively simple
control algorithms, or inadequate set-points being set. Whatever
the reason is, the results obtained show that by having a MBPC
commanding the HVAC system, important savings in energy, in the
4 52 52 43
5  49 52 41
6 77  77 66
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Fig. 15. Comparison of MBPC (solid red line) with fixed set-point HVAC system control (dash-dot black line) in room B. Winter conditions. The same colour and line type
coding as in Fig. 14, was  used for room B. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of the article.)
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ig. 16. Predicted PMV, air temperature and relative humidity, for 11 h in winter co
f  middle plot.

. Conclusions and future work

A model based predictive control methodology using the branch
nd bound method was formulated and applied to control exist-
ng HVAC systems in buildings. To the extent the models accuracy
llow, the formulation guarantees that an optimal control trajec-
ory is computed in order to maintain a desired level of thermal

omfort and to minimise the energy spent in doing so. The system
s conceptually simple and integrates easily with existing HVAC
ystems. The feasibility and robustness have been demonstrated
xperimentally. According to the results, important energy savings
ns. Dots are model predicted values. Activity monitor signal shown in shaded area

are achieved by having the model based predictive controller deter-
mining the operation of HVAC systems. These savings are probably
above 50%.

As the model based predictive control needs several calculation
of the predicted mean value index, its computation, using a set of
radial basis function neural network models, has been investigated.
The models show good estimation accuracy over wide ranges of

the input variables and provide good coverage of the thermal sen-
sation scale. When compared to previous works, the design of the
models was planned in detail with the purpose of using them in
real-time control applications, the generalisation of the models was
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ested thoroughly, and a procedure was shown in order to select a
odel on the basis of a desired compromise between speed-up and

stimation.
Future work will focus on the improvement of the control sys-

em by making it aware of the rooms occupancy schedule, and on
stimating more accurately the potential energy savings.
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